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ilots have been flying RNAV (GPS)
approaches with a glideslope needle in
the USA and Canada for a few years now,
and the good news is that Europe has
joined the party. With the recent activation of
Europe’s own geostationary GPS correction
satellite, the age of vertical GPS navigation has
officially started for Europe.
So what does it mean for pilots? Advisory
vertical guidance is available right now for RNAV
(GPS) approaches flown in aeroplanes fitted with
the Garmin G430W/530W navigators, as well as
some glass cockpit aircraft. This means that the
pilot or autopilot can fly a glideslope along with a
CDI on the approach; it’s almost like an ILS.
Taken in total, SBAS is the biggest avionics leap
forward since moving map GPS units came to
General Aviation cockpits. Although RNAV
approaches are still in limited supply, they are
proliferating quickly. EASA has a stated goal of an
RNAV approach to every IFR runway end in
Europe, so they are definitely here to stay.
The LPV approach really fulfils the promise of
GPS navigation for General Aviation operations,
offering near CAT I approaches. No ground-based
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guidance, now available
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US and Canada
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navigation equipment is required, allowing for
precision approach overlays to existing nonprecision approach served runway ends with only
a charting, flight test and publication process.
Imagine a world where every NDB approach in
Europe is replaced with an ILS, and that is where
we are heading.

Concept & acronyms
This enhancement of GPS capabilities brings a
whole new group of acronyms. (The USA system
predated ICAO, leading to some synonymous
acronyms.) The core technology – which
enhances the GPS system with sufficient
geostationary satellites to allow vertical guidance –

“SBAS is the biggest
avionics leap forward
since moving map GPS
units came to General
Aviation cockpits”
is officially known as Satellite Based Augmentation
System (SBAS).
WAAS is the name for the system deployed by
the USA. EGNOS is the name for the European
deployment, but they are both implementations
of SBAS. The terms WAAS-compatible, SBAScompatible and EGNOS-compatible all have the
same meaning. Most commercial products will
refer to themselves as WAAS-compatible due to
the earlier development of the USA market.

SBAS augments the GPS signal by using
ground stations that compare their known location
with their computed GPS position. The error
correction or lack thereof is uplinked to a
geostationary satellite that sends this information
to the aircraft GPS receiver. While the normal GPS
satellites are always rotating the earth, these
correction satellites are in a fixed position and
broadcast to a cone of coverage just like a ground
station. This is why GPS reception is available
worldwide, but SBAS reception is only available in
certain geographic areas, i.e. USA, Canada and
now Europe.
When the GPS receiver gets a correction signal
in addition to the normal GPS satellites, it calls the
end result ‘differential GPS’. It is this differential
GPS calculated position which is accurate to levels
that far exceed traditional GPS navigation systems.
Guaranteed system accuracy (95% of the time)
is +/-7.6 metres vertical and lateral, and
demonstrated accuracy in flight use is within
one metre.
Regulatory documents separate RNAV (GPS)
approaches into two categories: non-precision and
precision approaches. The precision approaches
are termed APV approaches (Approaches with
Vertical Guidance). This is a generic term used for
any RNAV approach with a legal glideslope (a true
precision approach). However, on approach plates
and on the screen of a GPS receiver, LNAV/VNAV
and LPV are the two classes of precision approach.

Fly the approach

The LNAV+V in the bottom lefthand corner shows
vertical guidance is available on approach, but
you’ll need the WAAS versions of the units
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To use the SBAS system, a compatible GPS
receiver is required. Garmin 430W and
530W are on the shortlist, and G1000
systems upgraded or delivered as WAAScompatible are also compatible. The
GNS480 is physically compatible, but at the
time of writing is still awaiting a nav-data database
upgrade from Garmin.
The SBAS option must be enabled in the AUX
pages of the GPS. Many compatible aircraft
brought to Europe in recent years have the option
turned off by the ferry pilots on the trip across the
pond. If the requirements are met and the GPS is
receiving a valid correction signal, a black ‘D’ will
appear in the top of the satellite strength bars on
the status page.
To check if vertical guidance will be seen on an
approach, load an RNAV approach and select any
transition. In the lower left of the screen, LNAV,
LNAV+V, LNAV/VNAV or LPV will appear in
reversed-out text. Any indication besides LNAV
means that a glideslope needle will be displayed
during the approach if the flight path requirements
are met.
While regulators and avionics shops will be
wrestling with the terminology, life will be much
simpler for pilots. No matter what the type of GPS
equipment in the aircraft, the communication with
the controller will be the same, “Request RNAV
approach, Runway XX.” The clearance from ATC
will not reference vertical guidance capabilities, but
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simply come back as, “Cleared RNAV approach,
Runway XX.”
For any RNAV approach, the procedure
must be loaded as a named procedure from a
database and not modified by the pilot. Once
navigating to any point on the approach outside
of the FAF (or with activated vectors to final),
the approach is active. Caution! If D-> Direct-To
the FAF is selected on an RNAV approach, the
approach will go inactive and no glideslope
needle will be displayed. RNAV approaches
must always be flown from at least the fix
immediately before the FAF or with the activatevectors-to-final step.
If the approach is active, the aeroplane is
within 45° of the inbound course, within 2nm of
the course centreline, and the active waypoint is
the FAF or MAPt, then the indication in the lower
left of the GPS screen will indicate LNAV+V. This
means that glideslope information will be
generated by the GPS and fed to the HSI or CDI/
VDI needles. If it shows only LNAV, then there will
not be any glideslope displayed on the approach,
either due to approach design, lack of satellite
reception or equipment configuration.
The glideslope stays active until the MAPt point
is crossed. This point is normally the runway
threshold (RWxx) and is coded as a fly-over
waypoint, which means that the glideslope will
be generated until the aircraft is approximately
500ft past the end of the runway. When the GPS
goes into suspend (SUSP) mode, the glideslope
will be removed.
For the moment, the glideslope needle is
advisory only, legally just a replacement for the
altitude/distance table on the approach plate.
However, it looks and deflects just like regular ILS
needles, and the pilot workload reduction is a big

safety improvement. Coupling the approach to a
suitable autopilot can enhance safety even more.
In the very near future, the exact same needles
will have different regulatory meanings within the
same approach, depending on GPS equipment
and flight situation. The glideslope needle will
represent either a precision approach or just
advisory guidance on a non-precision approach.
Since the same approach plate will be used with
different capability GPS receivers and varying
satellite integrity, each approach class uses a
distinct minima line on the approach plate.

Regulations & VMC
Aircraft certified for GPS approaches right now
can use the advisory glideslope without any
restrictions. As it only adds advisory safety
information there is no regulatory effect.
Use of the upcoming precision approach
features may be more restricted – although it will
be entirely legal to use the same glideslope
needle to fly an approach to the LNAV minima
line. An upcoming rule defining the regulatory
basis for APV approaches (LPV minima) appears
to be requiring an operational approval similar to
P-RNAV operations. This would require each
operator to get a letter of authorization from their
national authority before flying RNAV approaches.
Because no EASA regulations have existed
defining EASA requirements for these precision
approaches, even N-registered aircraft do not
contain any AFM approvals to conduct LPV
approaches outside the United States. So the
exact regulatory environment remains unclear.
In a worst case scenario, this could require new
approval for all operators before flying any RNAV
approaches in Europe, but regulations have not
been finalized.

At present, LNAV+V operations have
brought the GPS glideslope to General Aviation
cockpits in Europe. It works well right now and all
pilots with suitably equipped aircraft are
encouraged to fly these approaches in VMC
conditions and see the benefits. Regardless of the
regulatory basis, the huge safety improvement
from a glideslope needle on any approach is
indisputable. GPS is transforming aviation
worldwide and Europe is finally taking a leadership
role in implementation.
It is also possible to use LNAV+V approaches
to enhance safety in visual flight operations.
In traffic pattern operations, it is possible to
activate both the approach and glidepath and get
a glidepath indication on final approach. Load the
RNAV approach to the runway end in use. When
on final, highlight the missed approach point in
the flight plan and press D-> D-> Enter to activate
the leg between the FAF and MAPt. This will force
approach activation and glideslope generation.
The glidepath will normally cross the runway
threshold at 50ft agl intersect the runway at the
1,000ft point.
If flying a long straight-in visual final to a
runway with an LNAV+V RNAV approach, it is
possible to load the approach and activate
vectors-to-final. This will force the FAF to be the
active waypoint and generate the glideslope up
to 29 miles (9,000ft!) from the runway end.
Flying 29 mile finals from 9,000ft without
co-ordination with ATC is not recommended,
but it mechanically works.
There’s no doubt about it. SBAS is a giant
leap forwards for General Aviation, with RNAV
promised for every IFR runway in Europe – and
there is every reason to expect that facility in the
very near future. ■

Four classes of Approach
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LNAV stands for Lateral Navigation and
does not include any vertical information at
all, flown like any other non-precision
approach (NDB, VOR, etc).
For IFR approach certified GPS receivers
that don’t receive valid SBAS information, this
is the only class of RNAV approach available.
No glideslope information will be displayed.
The CDI needle has a course width of 0.3nm
when LNAV is displayed. The LNAV minima
line on the approach plate is used with this
class of approach.
LNAV+V will display when the GPS unit
will provide advisory guidance to a nonprecision approach. The LNAV minima line on
the approach plate is still used, but a
glideslope needle is displayed to assist the
pilot or autopilot in flying a constant descent
angle approach. Although it looks and flies
like an ILS, this approach is still a nonprecision approach by regulation.
The glideslope indicator is advisory only
and the pilot must ensure clearance of all
step-down fixes. In particular, the glideslope
needle will be centred when crossing the FAF
at the altitude specified on the approach

plate. If the aircraft is flying below the
glideslope, the aircraft will be lower than the
legal minimum altitude for the FAF. The
approach still uses a Minimum Descent
Altitude (MDA) instead of a Decision Altitude
(DA), even though best practice encourages
initiating a missed approach upon reaching
the MDA with a centred glideslope.
LNAV+V is currently the best approach
available to SBAS-compatible receivers in
European airspace. But testing is active right
now and additional approach classes are
expected this spring.
LNAV/VNAV is a previous generation
system not generally installed in General
Aviation aircraft. SBAS is a superior system,
and SBAS compatible receivers displaying
LNAV/VNAV in the status window are
authorized to use the corresponding minima
line on the approach plate in the USA.
However, as I write this, use of the LNAV/
VNAV minima with SBAS GPS is prohibited by
Notam Europe-wide. LNAV/VNAV should have
the same rules as LPV for SBAS-compatible
GPS receivers once the paperwork is sorted.
Check the Notams!

LPV stands for Localizer Performance with
Vertical Guidance, and is a true precision
approach, like an ILS. It is defined with a
Decision Altitude (DA) instead of an MDA,
and guarantees terrain clearance at ¾
deflection below the glideslope. When a GPS
navigator flies in LPV approach mode, the
lateral and vertical course width increases in
sensitivity from the FAF to the runway
threshold, just like an ILS beam.
If, during an LPV approach, the GPS
integrity degrades, the approach will
automatically downgrade to an LNAV only
approach, the glideslope needle will be
removed and the LNAV will indicate yellow
instead of the usual green.
This internal integrity prediction and
monitoring during the approach is one big
difference between the previous generation
of GPS operations and using the SBAS
system. Another is that the shape of the
approach path and glideslope on the LPV
approach is gradually narrowing, like a
conventional ILS beam, which increases
accuracy and sensitivity during the final
segment of the approach.
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